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That are socially and emotionally significant,
between two or more people.

Interpersonal relations vary in their degree of
intimacy or self-disclosure, as well as in duration,
reciprocity, or power distribution. 

These relations occur in different contexts, eg.
work or school, clubs, neighborhoods, and public
or worship places, and present themselves in
different forms, eg. a family, kinship relations,
friendship, marriage, colleagues or associates, etc. 

Relationships may be regulated by law, custom, or
mutual agreement, and they form the basis of
social groups and of society as a whole.

Connections 
and interactions

What are those?
Interpersonal relations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Club_(organization)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neighborhood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Places_of_worship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friendship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marriage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norm_(sociology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society


Going more in-depth, the term called 'social
network' appears. Its theory implies that social
networks consist of social ties or bonds, and are
defined as: information-carrying relationships 
between people.  

In 1973, Mark Granovetter, a sociologist
published a paper “The strength of weak ties” 
in which he defined the strength of a tie as a
“combination of the amount of time, the
emotional intensity, the intimacy and the
reciprocal services which characterize the tie”.

Interpersonal ties, come in three types: 
strong(                  ), weak (                     ), or absent. 

Social ties
Interpersonal relations

A dive into sociology



It is argued that the majority of social
networks' embeddedness and structure
in society, as well as the spread of
information through these networks, are
caused by weak social links. 

Especially, weak relationships rather than
strong ties provide individuals with access
to new information. Our close friends
frequently hang out in social circles similar
to ours, so a lot of the information they
learn overlaps with what we already know.

That is why acquaintances have more
novel information because they are
connected to people that we are not.

& their 3 kinds
Social bonds

Weak



According to D. Krackhardt, a social network
theory researcher, emotional intensity and
closeness are two subjective factors that
determine how strong a bond is. He
believed that in times of great change and
uncertainty, close relationships are crucial:

"People resist change and are uncomfortable
with uncertainty. Strong ties constitute a
base of trust that can reduce resistance and
provide comfort in the face of uncertainty. It
is argued that change is not facilitated by
weak ties, but rather by a particular type 
of strong tie."

Strong

& their 3 kinds
Social bonds



According to American sociologist Mark
Granovetter, relationships, or ties, without
significant meaning are included in the
definition of absent ties. 

Examples include: "nodding" interactions
between neighbors or the "bond" to a regular
vendor one may frequently purchase from.

They are rarely noticeable and frequently
disregarded as an important category of
bonds. However, they help to foster a feeling
of familiarity and belonging.

Furthermore, the mere fact that two
individuals may know each other's names does
not always qualify for the 'weak tie'. 

Absent
& their 3 kinds

Social bonds



The fundamental need

psychological safety

social acceptance

Naturally social humans
The value of social bonds

Human beings are naturally social and
their development of self is shaped by
their experiences with others. 

According to Maslow's hierarchy of
needs, humans search for a feeling of
belonging. They find it through love
and acceptance from social circles.

Love & belonging

  Self
actualization

 Esteem needs

Safety and security

Physiological needs



Right next to
mental and physical

Social wellbeing
The value of social bonds

Social wellbeing means: 
feeling a sense inclusion and belonging
from building and maintaining
meaningful relationships with others.

According to the World Health
Organization, social wellbeing is so
important that it should be prioritized
the same way as mental and physical
wellbeing.



What makes employee engagement so
powerful and profound that it can activate the
mindset of thinking about what we want to
do versus what we have to do? 

It's simple - people! 
Humans are willing to invest more energy in
situations that bring them closer to others. 

The same applies to work: 
We, employees, are more likely to take that
one extra step around the work-related tasks -
only because we can spend more time with
people we like or care about.

Friends at work

& importance at workplace
The value of social bonds

https://q12.gallup.com/


Encourage employees
to stay.. healthy!

Sick leave and turnover
The value of social bonds

Harvard Business Review states:
'If workers feel like they belong,
companies reap substantial bottom-line
benefits. High belonging was linked to a
50% drop in turnover risk, and a 75%
reduction in sick days. 

For a 10,000-person company, this would
result in annual savings of more than
$52M.'

-50%
Turnover risk

reduction

-75%
Sick days
reduction



The value of social bonds

It gets expensive
Businesses can loose a lot of money just on
replacing the employees. If the turnover
rate in your company is high you slow down
your business. 
Just think about all the investments that
could contribute to the success of your firm
if only your employees didn't quit. 

So investing in employee wellbeing will
literally save your money, and most likely
the entire business, in the long run.

    00%4 of annual salary for replacing
a highly skilled employee

Sick leave and turnover



Blending private with
professional life

Learning from millennials
The value of social bonds

Forbes say that many millennials have blurred a line
between their professional and personal life by being
first to organize a happy hour with their colleagues
and connect on Social Media.

While they’re often criticized for this, there's a lot to
learn from it. It turns out if they manage to know
each other better and develop close friendships at
work. That makes them enjoy time at work more, 
 improve their work performance and productivity
what leads to increased recognition of their
achievements to ultimately making them want to
stay at the job longer.

42%
Received praise and recognition
for their work within last week



Exclusion-sabotage-loss
Inclusion-commitment-results

Beloging is good for business
The value of social bonds

According to Harvard  - feeling of exclusion could
be experienced similarly to physical pain and can
lead to team, and self, sabotage. 

Once that happens, it cannot mean
anything  great. Non-committed employees
become indifferent and that's a recipe for:
'I'm just gonna do the bare minimum, slowly. Once
the clock shows 5pm - I'm out and any scale of
disaster is not my problem anymore'

On the other hand - feeling of belonging and
inclusion is related to:

167%
Increased

promotion score

56%
Increased

performance



 Focus on people1.

What can employers/HR do
Strengthening social bonds

Since wellbeing is a hot topic on the
management and HR agendas, companies
that put people first and encourage social
culture have an advantage in the job market
and in the business.

This especially applies to companies that
have remote and hybrid workers, where it's
more difficult to be close to fellow
colleagues.



2. The power of
social habit

What can employers/HR do
Strengthening social bonds

As a person in a decision-making position,
you have an opportunity to prioritize and
encourage healthy routines that will lead to
creating psychological safety while creating
stronger bonds between employees. 

This will not only bring better results for the
business and lower the costs of sick leave &
turnover but also contribute to employee
advocacy and their overall life satisfaction.



3. Implementation
and maintainance

What can employers/HR do
Strengthening social bonds

Creating new habits is not an easy thing, and we all
know it. Even more, if it applies to a group of
people at work. But do not cry, just yet!

Activities done together are more difficult to
abandon if there's a healthy social pressure
connected to them. It means that humans tend to
stay slightly more accountable to show up if other
people will be there too.

This is exactly what Pleaz's team is working on
since 2020 - approaching employee health and
wellbeing in a social way.



0% 25% 50% 75%

Scientific study
based on employees doing active, social breaks

+18%

20% 17%

40%

74%

10%
Feeling of belonging Better overall wellbeing

'I often feel happy and satisfied with my job'

Employees DOING active
social breaks daily

Employees NOT DOING
breaks with Pleaz

Mental wellbeing Stress reduction



As easy as being one-click away from creating
a healthy and social routine. 

What if all it takes to create a framework for
habit is to set up 2x automatic calendar 
5-mins. time slots per day, every workday?

The solid and unchangeable framework will
allow people to rely on it and join healthy &
fun activities more and more often with time. 

Of course, there are situations that don't allow
everyone to show up every single time, but if
the frame is there, people will enjoy joining
and feeling better afterwards.

Everyday at the
same time

Strengthening social bonds

        Example of Pleaz routine:
        9:50 - morning focus booster, 
        13:50 - after-lunch energy booster.

Daily routine



Some teams more than others may be
exposed to stress and feeling overwhelmed. 

Or the opposite - some departments could be
under-stimulated by the repetitive work they
are performing.

That's why adjusting the wellbeing activities
to the specific needs can boost your team's
morale more than ever. 

A good way to approach this is to start a
meeting with an activity that will put everyone
on the same page and make it easier and more
efficient to talk about work.

Example of Pleaz routine:
Growth team starts their weekly update meeting
with a mindfulness session to let the buzzing
minds calm down and be present.

A toolbox for demand

Meeting team needs
Strengthening social bonds



Are actively working towards building
healthy habits and strengthening the
social bonds of their employees. 

By using the above framework and
Pleaz's platform library of activities they
have access to more than 200 guided
video activities, live sessions, 
webinars, and more. 

Combining the magic
Strengthening social bonds

42 companies in 
74 countries around the world

 See HERE how some of 
the above companies do it!

https://visit.pleaz.io/cases/


The impact on everyday energy
Strengthening social bonds

 
'When I loose track and feel overwhelmed 

- a 2 min. break with Pleaz is enough to clear my
head and approach the tasks with fresh

perspective and renewed energy'
 

Katrina, Senior Private Advisor @Nykredit
 

 
'Pleaz breaks are very time efficient and easy 

to fit into meetings. It's a way to take care of our
health and reduce the amount of sitting time

during the day'
 

Per, Nordic Nutrition and PA Manager @Nestle
 

 
'My personal favourite is spending fun time 

with colleagues from other departments with 
an online break from a busy day'

 
LeAnne, Senior Sales Development @Milestone

 



Sources

Do you need help with implementing 
social, healthy habits at your company?

Thank you for reading!

Click here and 
have a chat with us!
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